WILLIAM D. L. APPLING ABSTRACT. Given a field F of subsets of a set U and a realvalued function T defined on a set S of functions from F into exp (R) with bounded range unions, a necessary and sufficient condition is given in order that there be a bounded finitely additive function S from F into R such that if a is in S, then the integral J..a(I)8(I), as a variational integral, i.e., a refinement-wise limit of appropriate sums over (finite) subdivisions, exists and is T(a). (1) there is 6 in \¡AB such that if a is in S, then the integral (see §2)
jj.a(/)ö(/) exists and is T(a); and (2) there is a linear subspace S of ^", a function P from S into the nonnegative numbers, and a real linear functional T on S such that:
V in F} is bounded, where for each V in F, yv is in S and is defined by:
in S , and
(iv) if a is in S' and 0 < c, then there is a subdivision isee § 2) 2)
of U such that if (S is a refinement isee § 2) of S) and for each V in S, aiV) is in ad7), then Pia -2g aiV)yv) < c. Since T Ç T , we see that (2) Clearly condition (i) of (2) holds, and from the inequality, for each ß in S , \T'iß)\ <Piß)< supíxl* in range union of j8}J |0U)|,
we easily see that (ii) and (iii) of (2) (2) is satisfied.
